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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are trying to use the Systems Manager to patch a set of EC2
systems. Some of the systems are not getting covered in the
patching process. Which of the following can be used to
troubleshoot the issue? Choose 3 answers from the options given
below.
Please select:
A. Check to see if the right role has been assigned to the EC2
instances
B. Ensure that agent is running on the instances.
C. Check to see if the IAM user has the right permissions for

EC2
D. Check the Instance status by using the Health API.
Answer: A,B,D
Explanation:
Explanation
For ensuring that the instances are configured properly you
need to ensure the followi .
1) You installed the latest version of the SSM Agent on your
instance
2) Your instance is configured with an AWS Identity and Access
Management (IAM) role that enables the instance to communicate
with the Systems Manager API
3) You can use the Amazon EC2 Health API to quickly determine
the following information about Amazon EC2 instances The status
of one or more instances The last time the instance sent a
heartbeat value The version of the SSM Agent The operating
system The version of the EC2Config service (Windows) The
status of the EC2Config service (Windows) Option B is invalid
because IAM users are not supposed to be directly granted
permissions to EC2 Instances For more information on
troubleshooting AWS SSM, please visit the following URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/tr
oubleshooting-remote-commands.html The correct answers are:
Check to see if the right role has been assigned to the EC2
Instances, Ensure that agent is running on the Instances.,
Check the Instance status by using the Health API.
Submit your Feedback/Queries to our Experts

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to implement location directives in Dynamics 365 for
Finance and Operations.
Which objects should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate
objects to the correct permissions. Each object may be used
once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the
split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Lenoxsoft currently uses a Salesforce workflow to continually
look for old and new leads that meet certain criteria under Job
title and Industry, and adds them to a Salesforce campaign. The
Pardot connector is verifiedand their existing Salesforce
records have been reviewed, but they have yet to sync this data
to Pardot.
Lenox wishes to replicate this process within Pardot with the

following requirements:
* Prospects with a job title of "CEO" and Industry of
"Software" are added to the Salesforce campaign.
Based on those requirements, which steps should Lenoxsoft
prioritize to replicate their process?
A. Import a .csv file of prospects. Build an Segmentation rule
with criteria :: Job Title :: CEO :: Industry ::
Software, action :: add to Salesforce Campaign
B. Import a .csv file of prospects. Build an Automation rule
with criteria :: Job Title :: CEO :: Industry ::
Software, action :: add to Salesforce Campaign
C. Create a dynamic list to sync prospects from Salesforce.
Build a segmentation rule with the criteria ::
JobTitle :: CEO :: Industry :: Software, action :: add to the
Salesforce campaign.
D. Create a dynamic list to sync prospects from Salesforce.
Build an Automation rule with criteria :: Job TItle :: CEO ::
Industry :: Software, action :: add to the Salesforce campaign.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements is correct regarding URL
Filtering on the FortiGate unit?
A. A FortiGuard Web Filtering Override match will override a
block action in the URL filter list.
B. Multiple URL Filter lists can be added to a single Web
filter profile.
C. The FortiGate unit can filter URLs based on patterns using
text and regular expressions.
D. The available actions for URL Filtering are Allow and Block.
Answer: C
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